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Ghost: A Uniform and General-Purpose Proxy Implementation
Mariano Martinez Peck1,2,∗, Noury Bouraqadi2,∗, Luc Fabresse2,∗, Marcus Denker1,∗, Camille Teruel1,∗
Abstract
A proxy object is a surrogate or placeholder that controls access to another target object. Proxy objects are a
widely used solution for different scenarios such as remote method invocation, future objects, behavioral reflection,
object databases, inter-languages communications and bindings, access control, lazy or parallel evaluation, security,
among others.
Most proxy implementations support proxies for regular objects but are unable to create proxies for objects with
an important role in the runtime infrastructure such as classes or methods. Proxies can be complex to install, they can
have a significant overhead, they can be limited to certain kind of classes, etc. Moreover, proxy implementations are
often not stratified and they do not have a clear separation between proxies (the objects intercepting messages) and
handlers (the objects handling interceptions).
In this paper, we present Ghost: a uniform and general-purpose proxy implementation for the Pharo programming
language. Ghost provides low memory consuming proxies for regular objects as well as for classes and methods.
When a proxy takes the place of a class, it intercepts both the messages received by the class and the lookup of
methods for messages received by its instances. Similarly, if a proxy takes the place of a method, then the method
execution is intercepted too.
Keywords: Object-Oriented Programming and Design, Message passing control, Proxy, Interception, Smalltalk
1. Introduction
A proxy is an object that acts as a surrogate or placeholder that controls access to another target object. A
large number of scenarios and applications have embraced the Proxy Design Pattern [GHVJ93]. Proxy objects are a
widely used solution for different scenarios such as remote method invocation [Sha86, SMS02], distributed systems
[Ben87, McC87], future objects [PSH04], behavioral reflection [Duc99, KdRB91, WS99], aspect-oriented program-
ming [KLM+97], wrappers [BFJR98], object databases [Lip99], inter-languages communications and bindings, ac-
cess control and read-only execution [ADD+10], lazy or parallel evaluation, middlewares like CORBA [WPSO01,
KK00, HJC05], encapsulators [Pas86], security [VCM10], memory management and object swapping [MPBD+11b,
MPBDF11], among others.
Most proxy implementations support proxies for instances of common classes only. Some of them, e.g., Java
Dynamic Proxies [jav, Eug06], even need that at creation time the user provides a list of Java interfaces for capturing
the appropriate messages.
In the context of class-based dynamic object-oriented languages that reify those entities with an important role in
the runtime infrastructure such as classes or methods with first-class objects, proxies can be created only for regular
objects. Creating uniform proxies for other entities such as classes or methods has not been considered. In existing
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work, it is impossible for a proxy to take the place of a class and a method and still be able to intercept messages and
perform operations such as logging, security, remote class interaction, etc.
For example, imagine a virtual memory for dynamic languages which goal is to use less memory by only leaving
in primary memory what is needed and used, swapping out the unused objects to secondary memory [Kae86, BM08,
MPBD+11b, MPBDF11]. To achieve this, the system replaces the original (unused) objects with proxies. When
one of the proxies intercepts a message, the original object is brought back into primary memory. In this system, the
original objects can be instances of common classes but they can also be methods, classes, method context themselves,
etc. Therefore, a proxy implementation must deal with all kind of objects including classes and methods because this
weakness strongly limits the application of proxies.
Another property of proxy implementations is memory footprint. As any other object, proxies occupy memory
and there are scenarios e.g., the previously mentioned object graph swapper, where the number of proxies and their
memory footprint becomes a problem.
Traditional implementations in dynamic languages such as Smalltalk are based on error handling [Pas86]. This
results in non stratified proxies meaning that not all messages can be trapped leading to severe limits. Not being able
to intercept messages is a problem because those messages will be directly executed by the proxy instead of being
intercepted. This can lead to different execution paths in the code, errors or even a VM crash.
Traditionally, proxies not only intercept messages, but they also decide what to do with the interceptions. We
argue that these are two different responsibilities that should be separated. Proxies should only intercept, which is a
generic operation that can be reused in different contexts. Processing interceptions is application-dependent. It should
be the responsibility of another object that we call handler.
In this paper, we present Ghost (an extension of our previous work on proxies published as a workshop paper
[MPBD+11a]): a uniform and general-purpose proxy implementation for the Pharo programming language [BDN+09].
Ghost provides low memory consuming proxies for regular objects, classes and methods. It is possible to create a
proxy that takes the place of a class or a method and that intercepts messages without breaking the system. When a
proxy takes the place of a class, it intercepts both the messages received by the class and the lookup of methods for
messages received by instances. Similarly, when a proxy takes the place of a method, then the method execution is
intercepted too. Last, Ghost supports controlled stratification: developers decide which message should be understood
by the proxy and which should be intercepted and transmitted for processing to the handler.
The contributions of this paper are:
• Describe and explain the common proxy implementation in dynamic languages and, specially, in Pharo.
• Define a set of criteria to evaluate and compare proxies implementations.
• Present Ghost: a new proxy implementation which solves most of the problems with uniform proxies.
• Validate our solution (Ghost) using the defined criteria.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 defines and unifies the vocabulary and roles used
throughout the paper and presents the list of criteria used to compare different proxy implementations. Section 3
describes the typical proxy implementation and it presents the problem by evaluating it against the previously defined
criteria. An introduction to Pharo reflective model and its provided hooks is explained in Section 4. Section 5
introduces and discusses Ghost proxies and shows how the framework works. Section 6 explains how Ghost is able to
proxify methods and classes. Certain messages and operations that need special care when using proxies is analyzed
in Section 7. Section 8 provides an evaluation of Ghost based on the defined criteria and discusses Ghost model
generality. Real case studies of Ghost are presented in Section 9. Finally, in Section 10, related work is presented
before concluding in Section 11.
2. Proxy Evaluation Criteria
2.1. Vocabulary and Roles
For sake of clarity, we define here the vocabulary used throughout this paper and we highlight the roles that objects
are playing when using proxies (see Figure 1).
Target. It is the original object that we want to proxify.
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Client. It is an object which uses or holds a reference to a target object. It is this reference that is replaced by one of
a proxy.
Interceptor. It is the proxy object. But, its responsibility is restricted to the interception of messages that are sent to
it. It may intercept some messages or all of them.
Handler. The handler is responsible of handling messages caught by the interceptor. By handling we refer to
whatever the user of the framework wants to do with the interceptions, e.g., logging, forwarding the messages
to the target, control access, etc. Depending on the application, the hander may hold a reference to the target.
One implementation can use the same object for taking the roles of interceptor and handler, i.e., the proxy plays both
roles. In another solution, such roles can be supported by different objects. With this approach, the proxy usually
takes the role of interceptor.
Client
Target
Interceptor Handler
initial r
eferen
ce
actual reference
possible
reference
Figure 1: Roles in Proxy.
2.2. Proxies Implementation Criteria
From the implementation point of view, there are criteria that have to be taken into account to compare and
characterize different solutions [Duc99, VCM10]:
Stratification. Many solutions to implement proxies are based on dedicated messages such as doesNotUnderstand:.
The problem with approaches that reserve a set of messages for the proxy implementation is that there is a clash
between the API of the proxified object and the proxy implementation.
To address such problem, some solutions proposed stratification [VCM10]. Stratification means that there is a clear
separation between the proxy support and application functionalities. In a fully stratified proxy, all messages received
by a proxy should be intercepted and forwarded to a handler. The proxy API should not pollute the application’s
namespace. Besides, having this stratification is important to achieve security and to fully support transparency of
proxified objects for the end-programmers [BU04].
Stratification highlights two responsibilities in a proxy toolbox: (1) intercepting messages (interceptor role) and
(2) managing interceptions (handler role), i.e., performing actions once messages are intercepted. In a stratified proxy
framework, the first responsibility is covered by a proxy itself and the second one by a handler.
Interception levels. The interception granularity determines which messages are intercepted by the proxy. There are
the following possibilities:
• Intercept all messages, even those not defined in the object API e.g., inherited from superclasses.
• Intercept all messages excluding a list of messages defined by the user.
• Intercept all messages excluding some messages imposed by the proxy toolbox e.g., inherited methods if we
are using a solution based on error handling such as using the doesNotUnderstand: message.
With the last option, the developer has no control over messages that are not intercepted and hence performed by
the proxy itself. This can be a problem because it is impossible to distinguish messages that are performed by the
proxy from the ones that are intercepted. For example, when a proxy is asked its class, it must answer not its own
class but the class of the target object. Otherwise, this can cause errors difficult to manage.
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Object replacement. Replacement consists in making client objects refer to the proxy instead of the target. Two cases
exist:
1. Often, the target is an existing object with other objects referencing it. The target may need to be replaced by a
proxy, i.e., all objects in the system which have a reference on the target should be updated so that they point to
the proxy instead. For instance, for a virtual memory management, we need to swap out unused objects and to
replace them with proxies. We refer to this functionally as object replacement.
2. In the other case, the proxy is just created and it does not replace another already existing object. For example,
when doing a query with a database driver, it can create proxies to perform lazy loading on some parts of the
graphs. As soon as a proxy receives a message, the database driver loads the rest of the graph. Another example
is remote method invocation where targets are located in a different memory space from the clients’ one. This
means that, in the client memory space, we have proxies that can forward messages and interact with the real
objects in the other memory space.
Object replacement is not a feature implemented by the proxy toolbox itself. However, since it allows users to
proxify objects, the proxy library must support the case where objects are replaced by proxies. This is a challenge
because there are objects that in order to be correctly replaced they need special proxies.
Uniformity. We refer to the ability of creating a proxy for any kind of object (regular object, method, class, block,
process, etc) and replacing the object with it. Most proxy implementations support proxies only for regular objects
i.e., proxies cannot replace a class, a method, a process, etc., without breaking the system. Certain particular objects
like nil, true and false cannot be proxified either.
This is an important criterion since there are scenarios where being able to create proxies for any runtime entity is
mandatory. As described in Section 9 an example is the mentioned virtual memory which replaces all type of unused
objects with proxies
Transparency. A proxy is fully transparent if clients are unaffected whether they refer to a proxy or the target. No
matter what message the client sends to the proxy, it should answer the same as if it were the target object.
One of the typical problems related to transparency is the identity issue when the proxy and the target are located
in the same memory space. Given that different objects have different identities, a proxy’s identity is different from
the target’s identity. The expression proxy == target will answer false revealing the existence of the proxy This can
be temporary hidden if there is object replacement between the target object and the proxy. When we replace all
references to the target with references to the proxy, clients will only see the proxy. However, this "illusion" will be
broken as soon as the target provides its own reference (self) as an answer to a message. This is known as the "self
problem" as coined by Henry Lieberman [Lie86].
Another common problem is asking a proxy the class or type since, most of the times, the proxy answers its own
type or class instead of the one of the target. The same happens if there is special syntax or operators in the language
such as “+”, “/”, “=”, “>” [ADF11]. To have the most transparent proxy possible, these situations should be handled
in a way which allows the proxy to behave like the target.
Efficiency. The proxy toolbox must be efficient from the performance and memory usage points of view. In addition,
we can distinguish between installation performance and runtime performance. For example, for installation, it is
commonly evaluated if a proxy installation involves extra overhead like recompilation.
Depending on the usage, the memory footprint of the proxies can be substantial. The space analysis should
consider not only the size in memory of the proxies, but also how many objects are needed per target: it can be either
only one proxy instance or a proxy instance and a handler instance.
Ease of debugging. It is difficult to test and debug in the presence of proxies because debuggers or test frameworks
usually send messages to the objects present in the current stack. These messages include, for example, printing an
object, accessing its instance variables, etc. When the proxy receives any of these messages it may intercept such
message, making debugging more complicated.
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Proxy Toolbox and Implementation. The proxy toolbox and its implementation can also raise some specific concerns:
Constraints. The toolbox may require, for example, that the target implements certain interface or inherits from a
specific class. It is important that the user of the proxy toolbox can easily extend or adapt it to his own needs.
Portability. A proxy implementation can depend on specific entry points of the virtual machine or on certain features
provided by the language.
3. Common Proxy Implementations
Although there are different proxy implementations and solutions, there is one that is the most common among
dynamic programming languages. This implementation is based on error raising and the resulting error handling
[Duc99, BDN+09]. We briefly describe it and show that it fails to fulfill important requirements.
3.1. Typical Proxy Implementation
In dynamic languages, the type of the object receiving a message is resolved at runtime. When an unknown
message is sent to an object, an error exception is thrown. A typical proxy implementation is to create objects that
raise errors for all the possible messages (or a subset) and customize the error handling process.
In Pharo, for instance, when an object does not understand a message the Virtual Machine sends the message
doesNotUnderstand: to that object with a reification of the message passed as an argument. To avoid infinite recursion,
all objects must understand the message doesNotUnderstand:. That is the reason why such method is implemented
in the class ProtoObject, the root of the class hierarchy. The default implementation throws a MessageNotUnderstood
exception. Similar mechanisms exist in dynamic languages like Ruby, Python, Objective-C and Perl.
Since doesNotUnderstand: is a normal method, it can be overwritten in subclasses. Hence, if we can have a minimal
object and we override the doesNotUnderstand: method to do something special (like forwarding messages to a target
object), then we have a possible proxy implementation. This technique has been used for a long time [McC87, Pas86]
and it is the most common proxy implementation. Readers knowing this topic can directly jump to Section 3.2. Most
dynamic languages provide a mechanism for handling messages that are not understood as shown in Section 10.
Obtaining a minimal object. A minimal object is one which understands none or only a few methods [Duc99]. In
some programming languages, the root class of the hierarchy chain (usually called Object) already contains several
methods. In Pharo, Object inherits from a superclass called ProtoObject which inherits from nil. ProtoObject under-
stands a few messages3: the minimal messages that are needed by the system. Here is a simple Proxy implementation.
ProtoObject subclass: #Proxy
instanceVariableNames: ’targetObject’
classVariableNames: ’’
poolDictionaries: ’’
category: ’Proxies’
Proxy >> doesNotUnderstand: aMessage
|result|
... "Some application-specific code"
result := aMessage sendTo: targetObject.
... "Other application-specific code"
^result
Figure 2: Naive proxy implementation based in minimal object and handling not understood methods in Pharo.
Handling not understood methods. Common behaviors of proxies include logging before and after the method, for-
warding the message to a target object, validating some access control, etc. If needed, it is valid to issue a super send
to access the default doesNotUnderstand: behavior.
To be able to forward a message to an object, the virtual machine usually reifies the message. In Pharo, the
argument of the doesNotUnderstand: message is an instance of the class Message. It specifies the method selector,
the list of arguments and the lookup class (in normal messages it is the class of the receiver and, for super sends, it
is the superclass of the class of the method doing the super send). To forward a message to another object, the class
Message provides the method sendTo: anotherObject.
This solution is independent of Pharo. For example, the Pharo’s doesNotUnderstand: and sendTo: are in Ruby
method_missing and send, in Python __getattr__ and getattr, in Perl autoload, in Objective-C forwardInvocation:. In
Section 10, we explain some of these examples with more detail.
3ProtoObject has 25 methods in PharoCore 1.4.
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3.2. Evaluation
We now evaluate the common proxy implementation (cf. Section 3) based on the criteria we described in Section
2.2.
Stratification. This solution is unstratified:
• The method doesNotUnderstand: cannot be trapped like a regular message. Moreover, when such message is
sent to a proxy, there is no efficient way to know whether it was because of the regular error handling procedure
or because of a proxy trap that needs to be handled. In other words, the doesNotUnderstand: occupies the same
namespace as application-level methods [VCM10].
• There is no separation between proxies and handlers even if it would be possible to separate them.
Interception levels. It cannot intercept all messages but only those that are not understood. As explained, this gener-
ates method name collisions.
Object replacement. It is usually unsupported by most programming languages. Nevertheless, Smalltalk implemen-
tations do support it using pointer swapping operations such as the become: primitive. However, with such solution,
target references may leak when the target remains in the same memory: the target might provide its own reference as
a result of some message. This way the client gets a reference to the target so it can by-pass the proxy.
Uniformity. There is a severe limit to this implementation since it is not uniform: proxies can only be applied to
regular objects. Section 4.1 explains why certain kinds of objects like classes, methods and other core objects need
special handling to be correctly proxified.
Transparency. This solution is not transparent. Proxies do understand some methods (those from its superclass)
generating method name collisions. For instance, if we evaluate Proxy new pointersTo4 it answers the references to
the proxy instead of intercepting the message and forwarding it to a target. The same happens with the identity
comparison or when asking the class.
In Pharo, it is possible not only to subclass from ProtoObject but also from nil in which case the subclass do not
inherit any method. This solves some of the problems, such as the one of method name collisions, but the solution is
still not stratified and makes debugging more complicated.
Efficiency. From the speed point of view, this solution is reasonably fast (it is based on two lookups: one for the
original message and one for the doesNotUnderstand: message) and it has low overhead. In contrast to other technolo-
gies, there is no need to recompile the application and the system libraries or to modify their bytecode or to do other
changes. Regarding the memory usage, there is no optimization.
Ease of debugging. The debugger sends messages to the proxy which are not understood and, therefore, intercepted.
To be able to debug in presence of proxies, one has to implement all these methods directly in the proxy. The drawback
is that the action of enabling or disabling the debugging facilities means adding or removing methods from the proxy.
Instead of implementing the methods in the proxy, we could also have a trait (if the language provides traits or any
other composable unit of behavior) with such methods. However, we still need to add the trait to the proxy class when
debugging and remove it when we are not.
Constraints. This solution is flexible since target objects do not need to implement any interface or method, nor to
inherit from specific classes. The user can easily extend or change the purpose of the proxy adapting it to his own
needs by just reimplementing the doesNotUnderstand:.
Portability. This approach needs just a few requirements that have to be provided by the language and the VM.
Moreover, almost all available dynamic languages support these needs by default: a message like doesNotUnderstand:,
a minimal object and the possibility to forward a message to another object. Therefore, it is easy to implement this
approach in different dynamic languages.
4pointersTo is a method implemented in ProtoObject.
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4. Pharo Support for Proxies
Before presenting Ghost, we first explain the basis of the Pharo reflective model and the provided hooks that our
solution uses. We show that Pharo provides, out of the box, all the support we need for Ghost’s implementation i.e.,
object replacement, interception of methods’ execution and interception of all messages.
4.1. Pharo Reflective Model and VM Overview
Being a Smalltalk dialect, Pharo inherits the reflective model of Smalltalk-80. There are two important rules
[BDN+09]: 1) Everything is an object; 2) Every object is instance of a class. Since classes are objects and every
object is an instance of a class, it follows that classes must also be instances of classes. A class whose instances are
classes is called a metaclass. Figure 3 shows a simplified reflective model of Smalltalk.
new
compile:
addSelector:withMethod:
removeSelector:
addSubclass:
.....
superclass
methodDict
format
subclasses
name
Class
hasLiteral:
valueWithReceiver:arguments:
decompile
getSource
....
 
CompiledMethod
at:
at:put:
keys
removeKey:ifAbsent:
.....
 
MethodDictionary
*
methodDict
Figure 3: The basic Smalltalk reflective model. Bold instance variables are imposed by virtual machine logic.
Figure 3 shows that a class is defined by a superclass, a method dictionary, an instance format, subclasses, name
and a couple of others. Pharo uses the Cog Smalltalk VM [Mir11] and the important point here is that the first
two instance variables are imposed by the virtual machine5. The method dictionary is a hash table where keys are
the methods’ names (called selectors in Smalltalk) and the values are the compiled methods which are instances of
CompiledMethod.
4.2. Hooks and Features Provided by Pharo
The following is a list of the Pharo reflective facilities and hooks that Ghost uses for implementing proxies.
Class with no method dictionary. When an object receives a message, the VM starts the method lookup. During
the method lookup, if the method dictionary of one class in the class hierarchy of the receiver is nil, the VM sends
the message cannotInterpret: aMessage to the receiver. Contrary to normal messages, the lookup for the method
cannotInterpret: starts in the superclass of the class whose method dictionary was nil. Otherwise, there would be an
infinite loop. This hook is powerful for proxies because it let us intercept all messages that are sent to an object.
Figure 4 depicts the following situation: we get one object called myInstance, instance of the class MyClass whose
method dictionary is nil. This class has a superclass called MyClassSuperclass. Figure 4 shows how the mecha-
nism works when sending the message printString to myInstance. The message cannotInterpret: is sent to the receiver
(myInstance) but starting the lookup in MyClassSuperclass.
Objects as methods. This facility allows us to intercept method executions. We can put an object that is not an
instance of CompiledMethod in a method dictionary. Here is an example:
MyClass methodDict at: #printString put: Proxy new.
MyClass new printString.
When the printString message is sent, the VM does the method lookup and finds an entry for #printString in the
method dictionary. Since the object associated with the printString selector is not a compiled method, the VM sends a
special message run: aSelector with: arguments in: aReceiver to that object, i.e., the one that replaces the method in the
method dictionary.
The VM does not impose any shape to objects acting as methods such as having certain amount of instance
variables or certain format. The only requirement is to implement the method run:with:in:.
5The VM actually needs three instances variables, the third being the format. But, the format is accessed only by a few operations e.g., instance
creation. Since the proxy intercepts all messages including creational ones, the VM will never need to access the format while using a proxy.
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myInstance
myInstance printString
1: #printString send
methodDict := nil
MyClass
cannotInterpret: aMessage
MyClassSuperclass
Object
3: Since the method dictionary was nil, 
the VM sends #cannotInterpret: to 
the receiver but starts the 
lookup in the superclass
4: #cannotInterpret: lookup
2: #printString lookup
instance of
message send
lookup
subclass
Legend
Figure 4: Message handling when a method dictionary is nil.
Object replacement. The primitive become: anotherObject is provided by the VM and it atomically swaps the refer-
ences of the receiver and the argument. All variables in the entire system that used to point to the receiver now point
to the argument and vice-versa. In addition, there is also becomeForward: anotherObject which updates all variables in
the entire system that used to point to the receiver so that they point to the argument, i.e., it is only one way.
This feature enables us to replace a target object with a proxy so that all variables that are pointing to the target
object are updated to point to the proxy.
5. Ghost’s Design and Implementation
Ghost is open-source and developed under the MIT license6. The website of the project with its documentation is
in: http://rmod.lille.inria.fr/web/pier/software/Marea/GhostProxies. The source code is available in the SqueakSource3 server:
http://ss3.gemstone.com/ss/Ghost.html.
5.1. Overview Through an Example
Ghost distinguishes between interceptors and handlers. Proxies solely play the role of interceptors while handlers
define the treatment of the trapped message. Data related to a trapped message is reified as an object we call intercep-
tion. Figure 5 shows Ghost’s basic design which is explained in this section. The most important features of Ghost
are: (1) to be able to intercept all messages but also to exclude a user-defined list, (2) to be uniform (to be able to
proxify any objects, even sensitive ones like classes or method), and (3) to be stratified (i.e., clear separation between
proxies and handlers) in a controlled manner.
The implementation uses the following reflective facilities: classes with no method dictionary, objects as methods
and object replacement. The basic kernel is based on the hierarchies of AbstractProxy (whose role is to intercept
messages) and AbstractProxyHandler (whose role is to handle intercepted messages) together with the communication
from the former to the latter through Interception instances.
The handlers’ responsibility is to manage message interceptions trapped by proxies. What the handler does with
the interception, depends on what the user wants. To illustrate the implementation, we use a SimpleForwarderHandler
which just forwards the intercepted message to a target object. In this example, each proxy instance uses a particular
handler instance which is accessed by the proxy via an instance variable. Another user of the framework may want to
use the same handler instance for all proxies. Consequently, different proxies can use the same or different handlers.
How proxies are mapped to handlers depends on the user’s needs and it is controlled by the method proxyHandler as
explained later.
The information passed from a proxy to a handler is reified as an instance of the class Interception. It includes
the message which reifies the selector and its arguments, the proxy and the receiver (as we see later sometimes the
receiver is not the proxy but a different object).
In real-world scenarios (see Section 9), a proxy often needs to hold some specific information, for example, a
target object, an address in secondary memory, a filename, an identifier or any important information. Thus, the proxy
6http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php
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ProxyTrap
Object
handleInterception: anInterception
handleMethodExecution: anInterception
AbstractProxyHandler
handleInterception: anInterception
handleMethodExecution: anInterception
SimpleForwarderHandler
message
proxy
receiver
Interception
cannotInterpret:
InterceptionDelegator
proxyHandler
AbstractProxy
proxyHandler
proxyHandler:
proxyTarget
proxyTarget:
createProxyFor:handler:
createProxyAndReplace:handler:
handler
target
TargetBasedProxy
User
handler
<<methodDict := nil>>
Framework
Figure 5: Part of the Ghost framework and an example of proxies for regular objects.
should provide at least an accessor to allow the handler to retrieve this information. The need for these application-
specific messages understood by the proxy leads us to controlled stratification. In traditional proxy implementations
the minimal object already understands some messages and therefore the developer cannot choose not to understand
them. With our controlled stratification, the developer controls and decides the set (usually small) of messages
understood by the proxy. By carefully choosing selectors for these messages (usually we use a specific prefix), one
avoids collisions with applications messages and enhances proxy’s transparency.
A typical reason for controlled stratification is saving memory by sharing a unique handler among all proxies.
In the context of the simple forwarder example, we need to map each proxy to a target object that will eventually
perform the messages trapped by the proxy. If one goes for full stratification, the proxy will intercept all messages
and send them to the handler. But, the handler should hold a reference to the target. Then, for every target object we
would have two placeholders: a proxy and a handler. If we use the same object for both responsibilities, then there
is no clear division between proxies and handlers. Therefore, in this example, to have a smaller memory footprint,
we introduced an instance variable in class TargetBasedProxy that stores the target object. A singleton handler, shared
among all proxies, asks each proxy for its target before forwarding the intercepted message. To let the handler access
the target object of a given proxy, TargetBasedProxy class implements the method proxyTarget. Section 5.3 explains
that Ghost gives the user the flexibility to decide himself where and what data to store.
5.2. Proxies for Regular Objects
This section shows Ghost’s implementation for regular objects. Subclasses of AbstractProxy (such as TargetBased-
Proxy) provide proxies for regular objects, i.e., objects that do not need any special management. Their responsibility
is to intercept messages.
Proxy creation. The following code shows how to create a proxy for a point (3,4). Since the handler is a simple
forwarder, the messages are forwarded to the proxy’s target.
testSimpleForwarder
| proxy |
proxy := TargetBasedProxy createProxyFor: (Point x: 3 y: 4) handler: SimpleForwarderHandler new.
self assert: proxy x equals: 3.
self assert: proxy y equals: 4.
The class method createProxyFor:handler: creates a new instance of TargetBasedProxy and sets the handler (the
user specifies which handler to use just by passing it as a parameter) and the target object.
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Message Trapping in Action. ProxyTrap is a special class whose method dictionary is nilled out once created. When
we send a message to an instance of TargetBasedProxy if the message is not implemented in that class, the method
lookup continues in the hierarchy until ProxyTrap, whose method dictionary is nil. For all those messages (the ones
not implemented in TargetBasedProxy and AbstractProxy), the VM will eventually send the message cannotInterpret:
aMessage. Note that there are a few messages that are not executed but inlined by the compiler and the virtual machine
(See Section 7). From now onwards, we consider that when we use cannotInterpret:, we intercept all messages except
a specific list that we do not want to intercept. This is to distinguish it from doesNotUnderstand: where one can only
intercept the messages not understood.
Coming back to the cannotInterpret:, remember that such message is sent to the receiver (in this case the aProxy
instance) but the method lookup starts in the superclass of the class whose method dictionary is nil which, in this case,
is InterceptionDelegator (see Figure 5). Because of this, InterceptionDelegator implements the mentioned method:
InterceptionDelegator >> cannotInterpret: aMessage
| interception |
interception := Interception for: aMessage proxy: self.
^ self proxyHandler handleInterception: interception.
An Interception instance is created and passed to the handler. In this case, for the interception we only need the
proxy and the message. The receiver is unused here. InterceptionDelegator sends proxyHandler to get the handler. There-
fore, proxyHandler is an abstract method which must be implemented by concrete proxy classes, e.g.,TargetBasedProxy
and it must answer the handler to use.
Handler classes are user-defined and the example of the simple forwarder handler logs and forwards the received
message to a target object as shown below.
SimpleForwarderHandler >> handleInterception: anInterception
| answer |
self log: ’Message ’, anInterception message , ’ intercepted’.
answer := anInterception message sendTo: anInterception proxy proxyTarget.
self log: ’The message was forwarded to target’.
^ answer
Direct subclasses from AbstractProxy e.g.,TargetBasedProxy are only used for regular objects. We see in the fol-
lowing sections how Ghost handles objects that do require special management such as methods (see Section 6.1) or
classes (see Section 6.2).
5.3. Extending and Adapting Proxies and Handlers
To adapt the framework, users have to create their own subclass of AbstractProxyHandler and implement the method
handleInterception:. They also need to subclass AbstractProxy and define which handler to use by implementing the
method proxyHandler. It is up to the developer to store the handler in the proxy or to share a singleton handler instance
among all proxies, or any other option. Other customizations are possible depending on the application’s needs:
• Which state to store in the proxy. For example, rather than a simple target object, proxies for remote objects
may require an IP, a port and an ID identifying the remote object. A database or object graph swapper may need
to store a secondary memory address or ID.
• Which messages are implemented in the proxy and directly answered instead of being intercepted. The most
common usage is implementing methods for accessing instance variables so that the handler can invoke them
while managing an interception. Next section presents different examples.
5.4. Intercepting Everything or Not?
One would imagine that the best proxy solution is one that intercepts all messages. However, this is not what the
user of a proxy library needs most of the times. Usually, developers need to send messages to a proxy and get an
answer instead of being intercepted. Here are a few examples:
• Storing proxies in hashed collections means that proxies need to answer their hash.
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• With remote objects, it is likely that the system will need to ask a proxy its target in the remote system or
information about it e.g., URI or ID.
• Serializing proxies to a file or network means that the serializer will ask its class and its instance variables to be
serialized as well.
• Debugging, inspecting and printing proxies only makes sense if a proxy answers its own information rather than
intercepting the message.
The question “Intercepting Everything or Not?” is really a difficult one. On the one hand, to use a proxy as
a placeholder, it is useful that it understands some basic messages such as identityHash, inspect, class, etc. Not
only the user of the proxy framework usually needs to send messages to a proxy, but also the proxy toolbox itself
e.g.,proxyHandler. On the other hand, it is a problem since those messages are not intercepted anymore.
To support these requirements, Ghost provides a flexible design so that proxies can understand and answer specific
messages. The way to achieve this is simply by implementing methods in proxy classes. All methods implemented
below ProxyTrap in the hierarchy are not intercepted. With our solution, we have the best scenario: the user controls
stratification and decides what to exclude in the proxies interception and intercept all the rest. With solutions like
doesNotUnderstand:, one can also implement methods in proxy classes to avoid being intercepted but proxies are
forced by the system to understand (and hence do not intercept) even more messages like those methods that every
object understands (e.g. identityHash, initialize, isNil, etc.). Such messages are not defined by the user but by the system.
5.5. Messages to be Answered by the Handler
Apart from the possibility of adding methods to the proxy and avoiding interception of messages, Ghost supports
special messages to which the handler must answer itself instead of managing them as regular interceptions. A handler
keeps a dictionary that maps selectors of messages intercepted by the proxy to selectors of messages to be performed
by the handler. This user-defined list of selectors is used with different objectives such as debugging purposes, i.e.,
those messages that are sent by the debugger to the proxy are answered by the handler and they are not managed as
a regular interception. This eases the debugging in presence of proxies. The handler’s dictionary of special messages
for debugging can be defined as follows:
SimpleForwarderHandler >> debuggingMessagesToHandle
| dict |
dict := Dictionary new.
dict at: #basicInspect put:#handleBasicInspect:.
dict at: #inspect put:#handleInspect:.
dict at: #inspectorClass put:#handleInspectorClass:.
dict at: #printStringLimitedTo: put: #handlePrintStringLimitedTo:.
dict at: #printString put: #handlePrintString:.
^ dict
The dictionary keys are selectors of messages received by the proxy and the values are selectors of messages that
the handler must send to itself. For example, if the proxy receives the message printString, then the handler sends itself
the message handlePrintString: and answers that. All the messages to be sent to the handler (i.e., the dictionary values)
take as parameter an instance of Interception which contains the message, the proxy and the receiver. Therefore, such
messages have access to all the required information.
These special messages are pluggable i.e., they are easily enabled and disabled. Moreover, they are not coupled
with debugging so they can be used every time a user wants certain messages to be implemented and answered directly
by the handler rather than performing the default action for an interception. As we explain in the next section, this
feature is used, e.g., to intercept method execution.
This feature is similar to the ability of defining methods in the proxy so that they are understood instead of
intercepted. Nevertheless, there are some differences which help the user to decide which of the two ways to use in
each situation:
• The mechanism of the handler is pluggable, while defining methods in a proxy is not.
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• Some methods like those accessing instance variables of the proxy (such as the target object) have to be in the
proxy. Another example is primitive methods. For example, if we want the proxy to understand proxyInstVarAt:
so that it can be used for serialization purposes, we must define this method in the proxy itself because its
implementation should use the original instVarAt: primitive that uses the current receiver. It is not possible
to define the proxyInstVarAt: method in the handler without implementing a new primitive with an additional
parameter for the object to instrospect.
• Handlers can be shared among several proxy instances and even different types of proxies. Therefore, we cannot
put specific behavior to a shared handler that applies only to a specific type of proxy.
6. Proxies for Classes and Methods
In this section, we explain how Ghost also supports proxies for classes and methods in addition to regular objects.
Given the possibility to proxify and replace the original object by a proxy for these three kind of entities (Object,
Class, Method), Ghost provides all the basic mechanisms to be able to proxify any entity in Pharo. Nevertheless,
some entities are directly accessed by the VM such as execution context, block closures or processes, requires special
proxies and if we want to support replacement, their proxy must respect the shape expected by the VM (cf. Section 7
and Section 8).
6.1. Proxies for Methods
In some dynamic languages, methods are first-class objects. This means that it is necessary to handle two typical
and different scenarios when we want to proxify methods: (1) handling message sending to a proxified method object
and (2) handling execution (from the VM) of a proxified method.
• Sending a message to a method object. In Pharo, for example, when a developer searches for senders of a
certain method, the system has to check in the literals of the compiled method if it is sending such message.
To do this, the system searches all the literals of the compiled methods of all classes. This means it sends
messages (sendsSelector: in this case) to the objects that are in the method dictionary. When creating a proxy
for a method, we need to intercept such messages.
• Method execution. This is when the compiled method is executed by the virtual machine. Suppose we want to
create a proxy for the method username of User class. We need to intercept the method execution, for example,
when doing User new username. Note that this scenario only exists if a method is replaced by a proxy.
Proxy creation. To clarify, imagine the following test:
testSimpleProxyForMethods
| mProxy kurt method |
kurt := User named: ’Kurt’.
method := User compiledMethodAt: #username.
mProxy := TargetBasedProxy createProxyAndReplace: method handler: SimpleForwarderHandler new.
self assert: mProxy getSource equals: ’username ^ name’.
self assert: kurt username equals: ’Kurt’.
The test creates an instance of User class and a proxy for method username. Using the method createProxyAn-
dReplace:handler:, we create the proxy and we replace the original object (the method username in this case) with
it. By replacing an object, we mean that all the pointers to the existing method then point to the proxy. Apart from
createProxyAndReplace:handler:, the proxy also understands createProxyFor:handler: which creates the proxy but does
replace objects, i.e., object replacement is optional in Ghost.
Finally, we test both types of messages: sending a message to the proxy (in this case mProxy getSource) and
executing a proxified method (kurt username in our example).
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Handling both cases. Ghost solves both scenarios. In the first one, i.e., mProxy getSource, Ghost has nothing special
to do. It is just a message sent to a proxy and it behaves exactly the same way we have explained so far. In the second
one, illustrated by kurt username, a proxified method is executed. In this case, Ghost uses the reflective capability
“objects as methods”, i.e., when the VM looks for the method username, it notices that, in the method dictionary,
there is not a CompiledMethod instance but instead an instance of another class. Consequently, it sends the message
run:with:in to such object. Since such object is a proxy in this case, the message run:with:in: is intercepted and delegated
to the handler just like any other message.
As already explained, the handler can have a list of messages that require special management rather than per-
forming the default action. With that feature, we map run:with:in to handleMethodExecution:, meaning that if the
handler receives an interception with the selector run:with:in it sends to itself handleMethodExecution: and answers
that. Subclasses of AbstractProxyHandler that want to handle interceptions of methods’ execution must implement
handleMethodExecution: to fit their needs, for example:
SimpleForwarderHandler >> handleMethodExecution: anInterception
| targetMethod receiver arguments |
targetMethod := anInterception proxy proxyTarget.
"Remember the message was run: aSelector with: arguments in: aReceiver"
receiver := anInterception message arguments third.
arguments := anInterception message arguments second.
^ targetMethod valueWithReceiver: receiver arguments: arguments
That method just gets the required data from the interception and executes the method with the correct receiver
and arguments by using the method valueWithReceiver:arguments:.
Notice that the Pharo VM does not impose any shape to methods. Therefore, as we showed in the previous
example, we can use the same proxy class (TargetBasedProxy) that we use for regular objects.
Alternatives. Another approach to manage interceptions of methods’ execution is to implement run:with:in: in the
proxy itself. In such situation, we can get the data from the parameters, create an Interception instance and pass it to
the handler. However, we believe proxies should understand as little as possible from the proxy toolbox machinery
and leave such responsibilities for their handlers.
6.2. Proxies for Classes
Pharo represents classes as first-class objects and they play an important role in the runtime infrastructure. It is
because of this that Ghost has to take them into account. Developers often need to be able to replace an existing
class with a proxy. Instances hold a reference to their class and the VM uses this reference for the method lookup.
Therefore, object replacement must not only update the references from other objects, but also the class references
from instances.
AbstractClassProxy provides the basis for class proxies (See Figure 6). AbstractClassProxy is necessary because
the VM imposes specific constraints on the memory layout of objects representing classes. The VM expects a class
object to have the two instance variables superclass and methodDict in this specific order starting at index 1. We do not
want to define TargetBasedClassProxy as a subclass of TargetBasedProxy because the two instance variables target and
handler would get index 1 and 2, not respecting the imposed order. However, not being able to subclass is not a real
problem in this case because there are only a few methods in common so we are not duplicating much code because
of that.
Requirements. AbstractClassProxy has to be able to intercept the following kinds of messages:
• Messages that are sent directly to the class as a regular object.
• Messages that are sent to an instance of the proxified class, i.e., an object whose class reference is pointing to
the proxy (which happens as a consequence of the object replacement between the class and the proxy). This
kind of message is only necessary when an object replacement takes place.
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Figure 6: Part of the Ghost framework and an example of proxies for classes.
Proxy creation. To explain class proxies, consider the following test:
testSimpleProxyForClasses
| cProxy kurt |
kurt := User named: ’Kurt’.
cProxy := TargetBasedClassProxy createProxyAndReplace: User handler: SimpleForwarderHandler new.
self assert: User name equals: #User.
self assert: kurt username equals: ’Kurt’.
This test creates an instance of User and then, with the message createProxyAndReplace:handler:, it creates a proxy
that replaces the User class. Finally, it tests that we can intercept both kind of situations: messages sent to the proxy
(in this case User name) and messages sent to instances of the proxified class (kurt username in this case).
Handling two cases. The first message, User name, has nothing special and it is handled like any other message. The
VM will end up sending cannotInterpret: to the receiver and starting the method lookup in the class which method
dictionary was nil, i.e., InterceptionDelegator. The second message is more complicated and needs certain explanation.
The method createProxyAndReplace:handler: is similar to the one of AbstractProxy except that after creating a new
proxy it sends the message proxyInitialize to that proxy. In TargetBasedClassProxy we do not only set a handler and a
target (as in the case of TargetBasedProxy), but also the minimal information required by the VM so that an instance
of TargetBasedClassProxy can act as a class. These minimal information are: its method dictionary (initialized to nil)
and its superclass (initialized to MethodLookupInterceptionDelegator).
Coming back to the example, when we evaluate kurt username, the class reference of kurt is pointing to the created
TargetBasedClassProxy instance (as a result of object replacement). This proxy object acts as a class and it has its
method dictionary instance variable to nil. Hence, the VM sends the message cannotInterpret: to the receiver (kurt
in this case) but starting the method lookup in the superclass of the class with no method dictionary, in this case
MethodLookupInterceptionDelegator.
A simplified definition (later in this section we see the real implementation) of the cannotInterpret: of class Method-
LookupInterceptionDelegator is the following:
MethodLookupInterceptionDelegator >> cannotInterpret: aMessage
| proxy |
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proxy := aMessage lookupClass.
interception := Interception for: aMessage proxy: proxy receiver: self.
^ proxy proxyHandler handleInterceptionToInstance: interception.
It is important to notice the difference between this method and its counterpart in InterceptionDelegator. In both
situations, User name and kurt username, we always need to get the proxy to perform the desired action.
User name case. The method cannotInterpret: is called on InterceptionDelegator and the receiver, i.e., what self is
pointing to, is the proxy itself.
kurt username case. The method cannotInterpret: is called on MethodLookupInterceptionDelegator and self points
to kurt and not to the proxy. The proxy is the looked up class, i.e., the receiver’s class, which we can get
from the Message instance. Then we send the message handleInterceptionToInstance: to the handler. We use
that message instead of handleInterception: because the user may need to perform different actions. What
the implementation of handleInterceptionToInstance: does in SimpleForwarderHandler is to execute the desired
method with the receiver without sending a message to it7 avoiding another interception and an infinite loop.
To conclude, with this implementation, we can successfully create proxies for classes, i.e., to be able to intercept
the two mentioned kind of messages and replace classes by proxies.
Discussion. We could have reused cannotInterpret: implementation of InterceptionDelegator instead of using Method-
LookupInterceptionDelegator and set it also in the method proxyInitialize of AbstractClassProxy. That way, Intercep-
tionDelegator is taking care of both types of messages. The solution has to check which kind of message it is and,
depending on that, perform a specific action. We think the solution with MethodLookupInterceptionDelegator is much
cleaner.
Ghost’s implementation uses AbstractProxyClass not only because it is cleaner from the design point of view,
but also because of the memory footprint. Technically, we can also use AbstractProxyClass for regular objects and
methods. However, this implies that, for every target to proxify, the size of the proxy is unnecessary bigger in memory
footprint because of the additional instance variables needed by AbstractProxyClass.
Problem with subclasses of proxified classes. When we proxify a class but not its instances and one of the instances
receives a message, Ghost intercepts the method lookup and finally uses the cannotInterpret: method from Method-
LookupInterceptionDelegator. In that method, the proxy can be obtained using aMessage lookupClass, because the class
of the receiver object is a proxy. However, this is not always possible. If we proxify a class but not its subclasses
and a subclass’ instance receives a message which does not match any method, the lookup eventually reaches the
proxified class. Ghost intercepts the method lookup and executes the cannotinterpret: method from MethodLookupIn-
terceptionDelegator. At this stage, we need to find the trapping class, i.e., the first class in the hierarchy with no
method dictionary. In this scenario, message lookupClass does not return a proxy but an actual class: a subclass of the
proxified class. To solve this problem, Ghost does the following implementation:
MethodLookupInterceptionDelegator >> cannotInterpret: aMessage
| proxyOrClass proxy |
proxyOrClass := aMessage lookupClass.
proxy := proxyOrClass ghostFindClassWithNilMethodDictInHierarchy.
interception := Interception for: aMessage proxy: proxy receiver: self.
^ proxy proxyHandler handleInterceptionToInstance: interception.
The method ghostFindClassWithNilMethodDictInHierarchy checks if the method dictionary of the current class is nil
and, if it’s not, it recurs to the superclass. This method is also implemented in AbstractClassProxy just answering self.
Moreover, this method also works well with classes that have no subclass.
7Pharo provides the primitive method receiver:withArguments:executeMethod: which directly evaluates a compiled method on a receiver with a
specific list of arguments without actually sending a message to the receiver.
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7. Special Messages and Operations
Being unable to intercept messages is a problem because it means they will be directly executed by the proxy
instead. This can lead to different execution paths in the code, errors or even make the VM to crash [ADF11].
One common problem when trying to intercept all messages is the existing optimizations for certain methods. In
Pharo, as well as in other languages, there are two kinds of optimizations that affect proxies: (1) inlined methods and
(2) special bytecodes.
7.1. Inlined Methods
These are optimizations done by the compiler. For example, messages like ifTrue:, ifNil:, and:, to:do:, etc. are
detected by the compiler and are not encoded with the regular bytecode of message send. Instead, such methods are
directly encoded using different bytecodes such as jumps. As a result, these methods are never executed and cannot
be intercepted by proxies. The second kind of optimization is between the compiler and the virtual machine.
Ideally, we would like to handle inlined messages the same way than regular ones. The easiest yet naive way
is to disable the inlining. However, disabling all optimizations produces two important problems. First, the system
gets significantly slower. Second, when optimizations are disabled, those methods are executed and there can be
unexpected and random problems which are difficult to find. For instance, in Pharo, everything related to manag-
ing processes, threads, semaphore, etc., is implemented in Pharo itself without proper abstractions. The processes’
scheduler can only switch processes between message sends. This means that there are some parts in the classes like
Process, ProcessorScheduler, Semaphore, etc., that have to be atomic, i.e., they cannot be interrupted and switched to
another process. If we disable the optimizations, such code is not atomic anymore. Other examples are the methods
used to enumerate objects or to get the list of objects pointing to another one. While iterating objects, each send to
whileTrue: (or any other of the inlined methods) will create more objects like MethodContext generating an infinite
loop.
The messages that are inlined in Pharo 1.4 are stored in the class variable MacroSelectors of the class MessageNode
and they are:
1. ifTrue:, ifFalse:, ifTrue:ifFalse:, ifFalse:ifTrue:, and:, or:, implemented in True and False.
2. ifNil:, ifNotNil:, ifNil:ifNotNil: and ifNotNil:ifNil:, implemented in both classes: ProtoObject and UndefinedObject.
3. to:do: and to:by:do:, implemented in Number.
4. whileFalse:, whileTrue:, whileFalse, whileTrue and repeat, implemented in BlockClosure.
These messages involve special objects that can be split into two categories. In the first category, we have true,
false, nil, and numbers which are related to the messages of items 1 to 3. These objects are so low-level that they
cannot be replaced by proxies. Indeed, sending the become: message to one of them result into VM hang or crash. To
our knowledge there is no use case where these objects should be proxified. Hence, inlining their messages is not an
issue.
Block closures form the second category of objects which are involved in inlined messages. Actually, the inlining
of the messages whileFalse:, whileTrue:, whileFalse, whileTrue and repeat is performed only when the receiver is a
closure. In situations where the receiver is the result of a message or a variable like in the code below, the message is
not inlined. The following code illustrates these two cases:
|welcomeBlock|
[Transcript cr; show: ’Hello’] repeat. "Message inlined"
welcomeBlock := [Transcript cr; show: ’Welcome’].
welcomeBlock repeat. "No inlining"
Since a proxy is not recognized as closure by the compiler, the message is not inlined. Therefore, messages sent
to a proxy for a block closure are intercepted.
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7.2. Special Associated Bytecodes and VM optimization
The second type of optimization correspond to a special list of selectors8 that the compiler does not encode with
the regular bytecode of message send. Instead, these selectors are associated with special bytecodes that the VM
directly interprets. For these selectors, there are three groups:
• Methods that may be executed depending on the receiver or argument type. For example, the execution 1 +
2 never sends the message + to 1 because both are 32 bit integers but 1 + ’aString’ will do. Analyzing the
implementation of the bytecode associated with each of those selectors shows us that all of them check the type
of the receiver and arguments: the method is only executed when there is a type mismatch. For example, all
arithmetic operations and bit manipulation expect small integers or floats, boolean operations expect booleans,
size expects strings or arrays, etc. Whenever the receiver or arguments do not satisfy the conditions, the bytecode
follows with the normal method execution, i.e.,, the message is sent. Since proxies never satisfy the conditions,
then the messages are sent by the VM and trapped like normal messages.
• Methods that are always sent such as new, next, nextPut:, do:, etc. Here the only optimization done by the VM is
just a quick and internal set of the selector to execute and the argument count. These methods are not a problem
for proxies since they are always executed.
• Methods which are never executed but directly answered by the VM internal execution. In Pharo 1.4, there is
only one single method of this type9: ==. It answers whether the receiver and the argument are the same object.
The conclusion is that only == is not intercepted by proxies. Nevertheless, even if it were possible, object identity
should never be handled as a regular message as demonstrated by Mark Miller 10. However, object replacement
conflicts with object identity. For example, given the following code:
(anObject == anotherObject)
ifTrue: [ self doSomething]
ifFalse: [self doSomethingDifferent]
Imagine that anObject is replaced by a proxy, i.e., all objects in the system which were referring to the target
(anObject), will now refer to the proxy. Since all references have been updated, == continues to answer correctly.
For instance, if anotherObject was the same object as anObject, == answers true since both are referencing the proxy
now. If they were not the same object, == answers false. Hence, checking identity is not a problem when there is
object replacement. However, there is more to object identity than testing for equality. For example, object identity is
changed with object replacement and this can affect security, e.g., trusted objects can become untrusted or vice-versa.
This is one of the reasons why object replacement is optional in Ghost.
8. Ghost Evaluation
This section evaluates Ghost using the criteria defined in Section 2.
Stratification. This solution is stratified. On the one hand, there is a clear separation between proxies and handlers.
On the other hand, interception facilities are separated from application functionality. Indeed, the application can
even send the cannotInterpret: message to the proxy and it will be intercepted like any other message. Thus, the proxy
API does not pollute the application’s namespace. Moreover, stratification is controlled: users can still select which
messages they do not want to be intercepted.
Interception levels. It can intercept all messages while also providing a way to exclude user defined messages.
8In Pharo 1.4, we can get the list of those selectors by executing Smalltalk specialSelectors. Those are: +, -, <, >, <=, >=, =, ~=, *, /, \\, @, bitShift:,
//, bitAnd:, bitOr:, at:, at:put:, size, next, nextPut:, atEnd, ==, class, blockCopy:, value, value:, do:, new, new:, x and y
9In earlier versions of Pharo class was also of this type, but the special bytecode associated it was removed in Pharo 1.4.
10http://erights.org/elib/equality/grant-matcher/index.html
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Object replacement. Such feature is important since it allows one to seamlessly substitute an object with a proxy and
this is provided by Ghost thanks to the become: primitive of Pharo. However, object replacement is optional meaning
the user can decide whether to replace objects with proxies or not.
Uniformity. This implementation is quite uniform since proxies can be used for regular objects as well as for classes
and methods. Ghost does not yet provide out-of-the-box proxies for processes, contexts and blocks. However, it does
provide the infrastructure and flexibility to create special proxies for them when needed.
All proxies provide the same API and can be used polymorphically. Nevertheless, there is still non-uniformity
regarding some other special classes and objects. Most of them are those that are present in what is called the special
objects array11 which contains the list of special objects that are known by the VM. Examples are the objects nil, true,
false, etc. It is not possible to do a correct object replacement of those objects with proxies. The same happens with
immediate objects, i.e., objects that do not have object header and are directly encoded in the memory address such
as SmallInteger.
The special objects array contains not only regular objects, but also classes. Those classes are known and used by
the VM so it may impose certain shape, format or responsibilities in their instances. For example, one of those classes
is Process and it is not possible to correctly replace a Process instance by a proxy. These limitations only occur when
object replacement is desired. Otherwise, there is no problem and proxies can be created for those objects. Since
classes and methods play an important role in the runtime infrastructure of Pharo, creating proxies for them is useful
in several scenarios (as we see in the next section) and that is why Ghost provides special management for them.
From our point of view, the mentioned limitations only exist in the presence of unusual needs. Nevertheless, if the
user also needs special management for certain objects like Process instances, then he can create a particular proxy
that respects the imposed shape.
Transparency. Ghost proxies are transparent even with the special messages inlined by the compiler and the VM. The
only exception is object identity (message ==). Despite the fact that it is currently not possible to intercept == without
modifying the VM, it is usually important to not intercept it because it enables to distinguish between proxies and
targets for debugging purpose for example.
In Section 2.2 we mentioned the problem of “target leaking” in which a proxy returns a reference to the target
object as an answer to a message. Ghost does not impose any particular state in the proxies and so they may not even
have a target object. However, in the example of the SimpleForwarderHandler, which indeed has a target, the developer
can solve this problem. When the handler processes an interception it forwards the message to the target object. Then
the handler checks whether the answer from the target to that message was the target itself. If it was, then the handler
answers the proxy, otherwise the original answer. Of course, this solution is generic (not specific to Ghost), manual
(it relies on the developer) and incomplete because it does not apply to indirect reference leak. This simple solution
just allows developers to easily solve part of the problem. One general solution to this“self leaking problem” is to use
“membranes” such as in [VCM13]. But it still relies on the developer will to prevent these leaks so it is out of the
proxies responsibilities.
Efficiency. Since Ghost interception is also based on two lookups (one for the original message and one for the
cannotInterpret:) and the mechanism is similar, it has the same performance than the traditional proxies.
However, Ghost provides an efficient memory usage with the following optimizations:
• TargetBasedProxy and TargetBasedClassProxy are defined as compact classes. This means that in a 32 bits
system, their instances’ object header is only 4 bytes long instead of 8 bytes. For those instances whose body
part is more than 255 bytes and whose class is compact, their header is 8 bytes instead of 12. The first word
in the header of regular objects contains flags for the garbage collector, the header type, format, hash, etc. The
second word is used to store a reference to the class. In compact classes, the reference to the class is encoded in
5 bits in the first word of the header. These 5 bits represent the index of a class in the compact classes array set
by the language12 and accessible from the VM. With these 5 bits, there are 32 possible compact classes. This
means that, from the language side, the developer can define up to 32 classes as compact. Declaring the proxy
classes as compact, allows proxies to have smaller header and, consequently, smaller memory footprint.
11Check the method recreateSpecialObjectsArray in Pharo for more details.
12See methods SmalltalkImage»compactClassesArray and SmalltalkImage»recreateSpecialObjectsArray.
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• Proxies only keep the minimal state they need. AbstractProxy defines no structure and its subclasses may intro-
duce instance variables needed by applications.
• In the methods for creating proxies presented so far (createProxyFor:handler: and createProxyAndReplace:handler:),
the last parameter is a handler. This is because, in our example, each proxy holds a reference to the handler.
However, this is only necessary when the user’s needs one handler instance per target object which is not often
the case. The handler is sometimes stateless and can be shared and referenced through a class variable or a
global one. In that scenario, proxyHandler must be implemented to answer a singleton. Therefore, we can avoid
the memory cost of a handler instance and its reference from the proxy. If we consider that the handler has
no instance variable, then it is 4 bytes saved for the instance variable in the proxy and 8 bytes for the handler
instance. That gives a total of 12 bytes saved per proxy in a 32 bits.
Ease of debugging. Because Ghost provides a way to have messages answered directly by the handler, we can make
debugging with proxies very easy. The handler can answer all methods related to debugging, inspecting, etc. In
contrast with traditional proxy implementation based on doesNotUnderstand:, this mechanism is pluggable, i.e., it can
be enabled or disabled at runtime by just changing a dictionary. There is no need to remove or add methods to the
proxy.
Constraints. The solution is flexible since the objects to proxify can inherit from any class and are free to implement
or not all the methods they want. There is no kind of restriction imposed by Ghost. In addition, the user can easily
extend or change the purpose of the toolbox adapting it to his own needs by just subclassing a handler and a proxy.
Portability. Ghost is not portable to other Smalltalk dialects because it is based on a VM hook (the cannotInterpret:
message) present in the Pharo VM. In addition, it also needs object replacement (become: primitive) and objects as
methods (run:with:in: primitive). The become: primitive is present in all Smalltalk dialects because it is used by the
language itself. The hook method run:with:in: is not available in all dialects but we only need it if we need to intercept
method execution. Furthermore, we rely on the primitive method receiver:withArguments:executeMethod: to be able
execute a method on a receiver object without actually sending a message to it. We only use this method when we
proxify classes and this method is present in some Smalltalk dialects.
Without these reflective facilities (described in Section 4), we cannot easily implement all the required features of
a good proxy library. In the best scenario, we can implement these facilities but with substantial development effort
such as modifying the VM or the compiler or even creating them from scratch. Pharo provides all those features by
default and no changes are required for Ghost.
Nevertheless, the Ghost model is general. Even if the current implementation of Ghost relies on the cannotInterpret:
mechanism to intercept messages, this primitive is only required by few features of Ghost, i.e., stratification and the
ability to intercept all messages. The rest of the features, contributions and problems solved by the Ghost model
can also be implemented with different hooks to intercept messages e.g., with the doesNotUnderstand:. Indeed, the
clear division between proxies and handlers, the special messages in the handler that it can answer itself, the ease of
debugging, the ability to proxify methods and classes, to name a few, are independent of the hook used to intercept
messages. This means that the Ghost model could be implemented in another Smalltalk dialect and get most of the
features provided right now by the Pharo implementation.
The ability to proxify methods and classes is also not mandatory in Ghost. The user can still use the framework
for regular proxies and obtain all the mentioned advantages. However, if proxies for classes and methods are needed,
then the implementation language must support a way to intercept method execution and a way to deal with objects
whose classes are proxies. Pharo provides us both of them.
9. Case Study
As a matter of showing possible uses of Ghost proxies, we present in this section the Marea [PBD+13, Mar12]
project that does an advanced usage of Ghost.
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9.1. Marea in a nutshell
In OO software, some objects are only used in certain situations or conditions and remain not used for a long
period of time. We qualify such objects as unused. These objects are reachable, and thus cannot be garbage collected.
This is an issue because unused objects waste primary memory [Kae86].
Operating systems have been supporting virtual memory since a long time [Den70, CH81]. Virtual memory
is transparent in the sense that it automatically swaps out unused memory organized in pages governed by some
strategies such as the least-recently-used (LRU) [CO72]. As virtual memory is transparent, it does not know the
application’s memory structure, nor does the application have any way to influence the virtual memory manager.
Marea, is a virtual memory manager whose main goal is to offer the programmer a solution to handle application-
level memory [PBD+13, Mar12]. Developers can instruct the system to release primary memory by swapping out
unused objects to secondary memory [MPBD+11b, MPBDF11]. Marea is designed to: 1) save as much memory
as possible i.e., the memory used by its infrastructure is minimal compared to the amount of memory released by
swapping out unused objects, 2) minimize the runtime overhead i.e., the swapping process is fast enough to avoid
slowing down primary computations of applications, and 3) allow the programmer to control or influence the objects
to swap.
The input for Marea are object graphs. These graphs are serialized and moved to secondary memory. Swapped
out graphs are swapped in (read from secondary memory and materialized) as soon as one of their elements is needed.
Graphs to swap can have any shape and contain any kind of object. This includes classes, methods, closures and even
the execution stack which are all first-class objects in Pharo, Marea’s implementation language.
When Marea swaps a graph, it correctly handles all the references from outside and inside the graph. When one of
the swapped objects is needed, its graph is automatically brought back into primary memory. To achieve this, Marea
replaces original objects with proxies (object replacement). Whenever a proxy intercepts a message, it loads back the
swapped graph from secondary memory. This process is completely transparent for the developer and the application,
i.e., any interaction with a swapped graph has the same results as if it was never swapped.
Marea proxifies and serializes regular objects, methods and classes. This is a challenge since it requires special
handling. For the serialization, Marea uses Fuel [DMPDA12], a fast binary object graph serializer. For the proxies
toolbox, Marea uses Ghost.
9.2. Marea Proxies and Handlers
Marea has its own subclasses of AbstractProxy which do not store a target object but instead, a proxy ID (composed
by a graph ID and a position) which is needed by the algorithms to swap out and in. When a proxy intercepts
a message, it means that the swapped-out object graph is needed again. Because of this, for every interception
MareaProxyHandler (subclass of AbstractProxyHandler) reads the swapped-out object graph from secondary memory
(the proxy has the needed information) loading it into primary memory and resending to it the original intercepted
message. The following method illustrates this behavior:
MareaProxyHandler >> handleInterception: anInterception
| originalObject |
originalObject := self loadFromSecondaryMemory: anInterception proxy.
^ anInterception message sendTo: originalObject.
9.3. Requirements and Advantages of Using Ghost
Proxifying methods and classes. Typical unused objects are part of the applications’ runtime. For example, classes
and their methods are loaded on startup but most of them are useless regarding application functionalities. Conse-
quently, applications usually occupy more memory than they actually need. Therefore, Marea needs Ghost to be able
to proxify classes and methods.
Reducing memory occupied by proxies. Since for Marea it is important that proxies have the minimum memory
footprint possible, it takes advantage of some features provided by Ghost:
• Proxies are instances of compact classes.
• Since MareaProxyHandler is stateless, it is shared among proxies.
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• Marea encodes the proxy instance variables position and graphID in one unique proxyID. The proxyID is a Small-
Integer which uses 15 bits for the graphID and 16 bits for the position13. Since SmallInteger are immediate objects
in Pharo, there is no need for an object header for the proxyID.
Avoiding unnecessary swap-ins. Having classes and methods as first-class objects offers solid reflective capabilities.
However, some system queries access all classes or methods in the system, that may cause the swap in of many of
the swapped out graphs. These scenarios happen during application development. As Marea is intended to reduce
memory for deployed applications, this is usually not a problem. Still, Marea provides a solution thanks to Ghost
capabilities.
The solution requires to have certain messages handled by the proxy itself instead of forwarding it to the handler
(that will swap in the graph). The proxy plays the role of a cache by keeping certain information of the proxified
object. For example, Marea uses it for the case of class proxies. In Pharo, it is common that the system simply select
classes by sending messages such as isBehavior, isClassSide, isInstanceSide, instanceSide or isMeta. Therefore, Marea
defined such methods in ClassProxy to answer appropriate results, i.e., isBehavior and isInstanceSide answers true,
isClassSide and isMeta answers false and instanceSide answers self. This way, Marea avoids swapping in classes.
Marea also applied this solution to metaclasses and traits. But, it generalizes to any kind of object. An improve-
ment of the previous solution, is to make proxies cache some values from the proxified objects. For instance, a class
proxy can cache the class name, a method proxy can cache the literals of the proxified method. There is a trade-off
here between sizes of proxies and proxified objects. It is often worth it to have larger proxies if they avoid swapping
in large objects or objects that are roots of relatively large object subgraph.
Interception of all messages. In Marea, not being able to intercept messages is a problem because those messages
will be directly executed by the proxy instead of being intercepted. Therefore, for Marea it is necessary that Ghost is
able to intercept all messages.
9.4. Marea results
Marea is not the focus of this paper but we demonstrate Ghost usage through Marea. Thanks to all the mentioned
advantages of Ghost, among other reasons, Marea is able to significantly reduce the memory used by applications
with a small execution overhead when swapping in objects graphs.
Benchmarks (deeply described in [PBD+13, Mar12]) demonstrate that the memory footprint of different repre-
sentative real-world applications can be reduced between 25% and 40%. These benchmarks compare memory con-
sumption of real applications loaded in a Pharo environment ready for production (already shrinked) with and without
Marea. One of the reasons of Marea’s good results is because Ghost proxies use a small memory footprint.
An application will have no execution time penalty at all until a swapping in is required. And we report in [Mar12]
that in average, it takes about 40 milliseconds to swap in or swap out a graph of 50 to 777 objects and most of the time
(60% in average) is spent to achieve object replacement (become:) in Pharo14.
10. Related Work
10.1. Proxies in dynamic languages
Objective-C. Objective-C provides a proxy implementation called NSProxy 15. This solution consists of an abstract
class NSProxy that implements the minimum number of methods needed to be a root class. Indeed, this class is not
a subclass of NSObject (the root class of the hierarchy chain), but a separate root class (like subclassing from nil in
Smalltalk). The intention is to reduce method conflicts between the proxified object and the proxy. Subclasses of
NSProxy can be used to implement distributed messaging, future objects or other proxies usage. Typically, a proxy is
of a subclass of NSProxy with a new instance variable to store a reference to the proxified object. Then, when a proxy
receives a message, it forwards it to the proxified object using the stored reference.
13Marea also provides large proxies when the limits are exceeded.
14The become: implementation in Pharo is slow because it requires a memory traversal. Other Smalltalk implementations use a faster imple-
mentation based on object tables for example.
15Apple developer library documentation: http://developer.apple.com/library/ios/#documentation/cocoa/reference/foundation/Classes/
NSProxy_Class/Reference/Reference.html.
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Since Objective-C is a dynamic language, it needs to provide a mechanism similar to the Smalltalk doesNotUnder-
stand: when an object receives a message that cannot understand. When a message is not understood, the Objective-C
runtime sends methodSignatureForSelector: to see what kind of argument and return types are present. If a method
signature is returned, the runtime creates a NSInvocation object describing the message being sent and then sends
forwardInvocation: to the object. If no method signature is found, the runtime sends doesNotRecognizeSelector:.
NSProxy subclasses must override the forwardInvocation: and methodSignatureForSelector: methods to handle mes-
sages that they do not implement themselves. By implementing the method forwardInvocation:, a subclass can define
how to process the invocation e.g., forwarding it over the network. The method methodSignatureForSelector: is re-
quired to provide argument type information for a given message. A subclass’ implementation should be able to
determine the argument types for the messages it needs to forward and it should be able to build a NSMethodSignature
object accordingly. Note that, from this point of view, Objective-C is not so dynamic.
To sum up, the developer needs to subclass NSProxy and implement the forwardInvocation: to handle messages that
are not understood by itself. One of the drawbacks of this solution is that the developer does not have control over the
methods that are implemented in NSProxy. For example, such class implements the methods isEqual:, hash, class, etc.
This is a problem because those messages will be understood by the proxy instead of being intercepted. This solution
is similar to the common solution in Smalltalk with doesNotUnderstand:.
Ruby. In Ruby, there is a proxy implementation which is called Delegator. It is just a class included in Ruby standard
library but which can be easily modified or implemented from scratch. Similar to Objective-C and Smalltalk (and
indeed, to most dynamic languages), Ruby provides a mechanism used when an object receives a message that it does
not understand. This method is called method_missing(aSelector, *args). Moreover, from Ruby version 1.9, there is a
new minimal class called BasicObject which understands a few methods and is similar to ProtoObject in Pharo.
Ruby’s proxies are similar to Smalltalk’s proxies using doesNotUnderstand: and to Objective-C’ NSProxy as they
have a minimal object (subclass from BasicObject) and implement method_missing(aSelector, *args) to intercept mes-
sages.
Javascript. Mozilla’s Spidermonkey engine has long included a nonstandard way of intercepting method calls based
on Smalltalk’s doesNotUnderstand:. The equivalent method is named noSuchMethod. Such solution is not stratified
and it only intercepts the messages that are not understood.
Nevertheless, Van Cutsem et al. give another implementation of proxies for Javascript [VCM10]. They provide
a clear division between proxies and handlers. Similarly to our possibility of creating proxies for methods, they can
create proxies for Javascript functions since they are objects too. As well as we do, they have several reasons to avoid
intercepting === (object identity in Javascript).
Javascript is a prototype-based language which, besides function calls, has more language constructs. From what
we can understand, their solution requires the VM to be changed so that each of these operators can check whether
the receiver is a proxy or not, redirecting the invocation to the handler rather than following the normal steps when
the answer is positive. They also provide a way for the user to specify a list of properties that are answered directly by
the proxy instead of being intercepted. We believe their work takes a more reflective standpoint. They want to reify
additional operations such as instance variable access for example. In Smalltalk, this is not needed for proxies since
most of these operations are already reified.
The authors also claim that having only one trap message e.g.,doesNotUnderstand: does not scale if we were
to introduce additional traps to intercept not only method invocation, but also property access, assignment, lookup,
enumeration, etc. Contrary to them, we argue that having a small number of VM hooks makes the VM code simpler.
For example, Ghost relies on a regular VM (non modified Cog Smalltalk VM [Mir11]) which have only one hook that
enables trapping message sends and it covers most of those cases. This is possible because Ghost is based on the Pharo
object model that uses message sending for almost all language features. For example, accessing the properties of an
object is achieved by sending it a message. Enumerations are also just messages. Even the lookup can be intercepted
with Ghost by using proxies for classes. The items that Ghost is currently unable to intercept are: assignment or direct
instance variable access because these features are not reified and the current VM does not provide a way to intercept
them.
Another difference is that Ghost enables to transparently replace an object, a class or a method by a proxy (even-
tually a special one to also dupe the VM). This powerful feature is only possible thanks to the become: primitive
provided by the Cog Smalltalk VM.
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10.2. Proxies in static languages
Java. Java, being a statically-typed language, supports quite limited proxies called Dynamic Proxies. It relies on the
Proxy class from the java.lang.reflect package. The creation of a dynamic proxy class can only be done by providing
a list of java interfaces that should be implemented by the generated class. All messages corresponding to the dec-
larations in the provided interfaces will be intercepted by a proxy instance of the generated class and delegated to a
handler object.
Java proxies have the following limitations:
• The user cannot create a proxy for instances of a class which has not all its methods declared in interfaces.
This means that, if the user wants to create a proxy for a domain class, he is forced to create an interface for it.
Eugster [Eug06] proposed a solution which provides proxies for classes. There is also a third-party framework
based on bytecode manipulation called CGLib 16 which provides proxies for classes.
• Only the methods defined in the interface will be intercepted which is a big limitation.
• Java interfaces do not support private methods. Since Java proxies require interfaces, private methods cannot
be intercepted either. Depending on the proxy usage, this can be a problem.
• Proxies are subclass from Object forcing them to understand several messages e.g., getClass. So, a proxy
answers its own class instead of the target’s one. Therefore, the proxy is not transparent and it is not fully
stratified. Moreover, there are some specific exceptions: when the messages hashCode, equals or toString
(declared in Object) are sent to a proxy instance, they are encoded and dispatched to the invocation handler’s
invoke method, i.e., they are intercepted.
.Net. Microsoft’s .NET platform [TL01] proposes a closely related concept of Java dynamic proxies with nearly the
same limitations. There are other third-party libraries like Castle DynamicProxy17 or LinFu18. DynamicProxy differs
from the proxy implementation built into .NET which requires the proxified class to extend MarshalByRefObject.
This is a too heavy constraint since instances of classes that do not subclass MashalByRefObject cannot be proxified.
In LinFu, every generated proxy dynamically overrides all of its parent’s virtual methods. Each of its respective
overridden method implementations delegates each method call to the attached interceptor object. However, none of
them can intercept non-virtual methods.
10.3. Comparison
Statically typed languages, such as Java or .NET, support quite limited proxies [Bar03]. Java and .Net suffer from
the lack of replacement and transparency. Another problem in Java is that one cannot build a proxy with fields storing
any specific data. Therefore, one has to put everything in the handler meaning no handler sharing is possible which
ends in a bigger memory footprint. Proxies are far more powerful, flexible, transparent and easy to implement in
dynamic languages than in static ones.
Dynamic languages just need two features to implement a basic Proxy solution: 1) a mechanism to handle mes-
sages that are not understood by the receiver object and 2) a minimal object that understands a few or no messages
so that the rest are managed by the mentioned mechanism. Objective-C NSProxy, Ruby Decorator, etc, all work that
way. Nevertheless, none of them solve all the problems mentioned in this paper:
Uniformity. All the investigated solutions create proxies for specific objects but none of them are able to create
proxies for classes or methods.
Object replacement. Some proxy solutions can create a proxy for a particular object X. The user can then use that
proxy instead of the original object. The problem is that there may be other objects in the system referencing
X. Without object replacement, those references will still be pointing to X instead of pointing to the proxy.
Depending on the proxies usage, this can be a limitation.
Memory footprint. None of the solutions take special care of the memory usage of proxies. This is a real limitation
when proxies are being used to save memory.
16cglib Code Generation Library: http://cglib.sourceforge.net.
17Castle DynamicProxy library: http://www.castleproject.org/dynamicproxy/index.html
18Linfu proxies framework: http://www.codeproject.com/KB/cs/LinFuPart1.aspx
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11. Conclusion
In this paper, we described the need for proxies, their different usages and common problems while trying to
implement them. We introduced Ghost: a generic proxy implementation on top of Pharo Smalltalk.
Our solution provides uniform proxies not only for regular instances, but also for classes and methods. Ghost
optionally supports object replacement. In addition, Ghost proxies can have a small memory footprint. Proxies are
powerful, easy to use and extend and its overhead is low.
Ghost’s implementation takes advantages of Pharo VM reflective facilities and hooks. Nevertheless, we believe
that such specific features, provided by Pharo and its VM, can also be ported to other dynamic programming language.
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